A New Control Method to Reduce the Low-Frequency Output Current Ripple of AC-DC Converters by Using Virtual Inductor
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Abstract. A new concept of virtual inductor to reduce the low-frequency dc output current ripple of ac-dc converters is introduced in this paper. Virtual inductor is defined as an additional control algorithm that changes the system behavior into the one that has an additional inductor connected on it. The virtual nature of the inductor makes the inductance can be designed without weight and volume restrictions. How to use the virtual inductor to improve the performance of converter current controller is discussed in this paper. Several simulated and experimental results are included to show the validity of the proposed concept.
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1 Introduction

A controllable dc current source is used in various applications such as electrochemical industries, dc arc furnaces, cathodic protection, and magnetic laboratories [1-4]. A very low-ripple dc current source is desirable in these applications. For large current applications, the dc current is usually obtained by using a phase-controlled thyristor rectifier. For medium and small current applications, a combination of diode rectifier and dc-dc converter is commonly used. In recent years, the latest topology has also been proposed for large power applications. When the ac input voltage is unbalanced, phase-controlled thyristor produces a low-frequency current ripple that is difficult to filter out. Similarly in dc-dc converter, nonideal dc input voltage produces a large low-frequency output current ripple. Various methods to minimize this low-frequency output current ripple were proposed in the literature [5-18]. Most of the methods were based on feedforward technique. Feedforward technique needs additional input voltage sensor and needs an accurate adjustment of feedforward gain. A nonlinear feedforward technique has also been proposed but the design is complicated. Moreover, nonlinear controller is usually results in variable switching frequency which is undesired in many applications.
In this paper, a new approach to reduce the low-frequency output current ripple of ac-dc power converters is proposed. The proposed method is based on new concept of virtual inductor. A virtual inductor is defined as an additional controller that changes the behavior of the system into the one that has a large inductor connected on it. The virtual inductor can be designed to have a characteristic that cannot be possessed by a real inductor. A virtual inductor can be designed to respond only the error component of the output current or just respond to the disturbance signal. Several simulated and experimental results are included in this paper to show the validity of the proposed concept.

2 Four-Quadrant DC Current Sources

For large power applications, a four-quadrant current source is usually implemented by using a four-quadrant thyristor converter as shown in Figure 1. For small and medium power applications, a four-quadrant dc-dc converter as shown in Figure 2 is commonly used. The dc voltage source for the dc-dc converter is usually obtained from an ac voltage source by using a diode rectifier. In these figures, the load is represented as a series connection of a resistance, an inductance, and an emf.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

When the ac source is unbalanced, a polyphase thyristor rectifier produces a low-frequency output current ripple. Because the frequency is low, the required output filter inductor is very large if the output current ripple must be minimized by using only the filter inductor. This low-frequency output current ripple still exist even if the phase number of rectifier is increased.

In the case of a combination of a diode rectifier and a dc-dc converter, the low-frequency voltage ripple in the dc link (dc voltage capacitor between the rectifier and dc-dc converter) results in dc-dc converter low-frequency output...
current ripple. The low-frequency voltage ripple in the dc link is produced because of ac source voltage unbalances and small dc filter capacitances. The low-frequency output current ripple is especially noticeable when the ac voltage source is single-phase.

![Figure 2 Four-quadrant dc-dc converter.](image)

Figure 3 shows simulated results of three-phase four-quadrant thyristor rectifier under balanced and unbalanced conditions. In this simulation, it is assumed that the output current is controlled by using a proportional-integral (PI) current controller. Unbalanced condition is created by using a small inductor that is inserted in series to the one phase of the ac source. It can be seen that a low-frequency (100 Hz) output current ripple is generated when the ac voltage source is unbalanced. Of course, the low-frequency output current ripple can be minimized by increasing the size of the filter inductor but the required inductor will be very large. The low-frequency output current ripple can also be minimized by increasing the gain of the PI current controller but the maximum gain is limited by the stability of the system. Increasing the pulse number will not improve the situation.

Figure 4 shows simulated results of combination of a single-phase diode rectifier and a dc-dc converter. It is assumed that a PI current controller is used to control the output current. A switching frequency of 5 kHz was used to control the dc-dc converter. Because the dc voltage across the filter capacitor is not ripple free, a low-frequency (100 Hz) output current ripple is generated on the output of dc-dc converter. The low-frequency output current ripple is especially noticeable when the dc filter capacitance is small. The low-frequency output current ripple cannot be eliminated by increasing the switching frequency of dc-dc converter.
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(a) Balanced condition.

(b) Unbalanced condition.

\[ V_{H} = 100 \text{ V}, \ f = 50 \text{ Hz}, \ R = 0.5 \text{ Ohm} \ L_{d} = 10 \text{ mH} \]

\( \text{(Ver : 2 Amp/div} \quad \text{Hor : 0.02 s/div}) \)

**Figure 3** Simulated results of thyristor converter under balanced and unbalanced conditions.
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(a) DC filter capacitor 500 $\mu$F.

(b) DC filter capacitor 2000 $\mu$F.

$R = 0.5 \text{ Ohm} \quad L_d = 10 \text{ mH} \quad \text{Switching frequency 2000 Hz}$

(Ver : 0.2 Amp/div Hor : 0.02 s/div)

**Figure 4** Simulated results of dc-dc converter under small and large dc filter capacitors.
3 Virtual Inductor

In order to explain the proposed virtual inductor, the dc-dc converter as shown in Figure 2 will be used. The same approach can be used for phase-controlled thyristor converters.

Figure 5(a) shows the block diagram of dc-dc converter. In this figure, $E_d$ is the nominal value of dc-voltage source. It is assumed that an additional inductor $L_v$ is connected in series to the load. Based on that figure, the following output current response can be obtained:

$$I_o(s) = \frac{K_p E_d (1 + s T_i) I_{ref}(s)}{K_p E_d (1 + s T_i) + s^2 (L_v + L_i) T_i} - \frac{s T_i N(s)}{K_p E_d (1 + s T_i) + s^2 (L_v + L_i) T_i}$$

(1)

where

$$N(s) = \tilde{E}_d(s) - E_o(s) - R I_o(s)$$

(2)

and $\tilde{E}_d(s)$ represents the effect of dc source voltage ripple on the output of dc-dc converter. $K_p$ and $T_i$ are proportional and time constants of PI current controller. Eq. (1) shows that the effect of disturbance signal $N(s)$ can be minimized by adjusting the gain of PI current controller. This adjustment, however, cannot be done without changing the response of output current to the reference signal. Moreover, the gain of current controller is limited by the stability of system and sensitivity to noise.

Eq. (1) also shows that the effect of disturbance signal can be minimized by increasing the value of the additional inductance $L_v$. However, the required additional inductance will be large and expensive if the frequency of the ripple is low. In order to solve this problem, a virtual inductor can be used. The virtual inductor can be obtained through block diagram modification. A block diagram as shown in Figure 5(b) can be obtained through block diagram manipulation of block diagram in Figure 5(a). In Figure 5(b), the effect of additional inductor is obtained by using a differentiator as shown in the figure. Because both block diagrams are equivalent, the output current response of Figure 5(b) is the same as the one of Figure 5(a). Though the virtual inductor in Figure 5(b) has solved the problem of inductor size, the output current response is still influenced by the additional inductor. We need a virtual inductor that suppressing the effect of disturbance signal but no effect to the reference signal.

If the virtual inductor that affecting only the disturbance signal is desired, $L_v \alpha(s) / L_d$ must not be injected into the summing point. Thus, the block diagram of Figure 5(b) must be modified into the one as shown in Figure 5(c).
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\[ I_d(s) = \frac{K_p E_d (1 + s T_i) I_{ref}(s)}{K_p E_d (1 + s T_i) + s^2 L_d T_i} - \frac{s T_i N(s)}{1 + \frac{L_f}{L_d} \left( s^2 L_d T_i + s T_i K_p E_d + K_p E_d \right)} \]
Eq. (3) shows that the virtual inductance $L_v$ can be increased without affecting the output current response to the reference current. It can be shown that if the virtual inductance $L_v$ is chosen to be equal to the load inductance $L_d$, the proposed virtual inductance concept has the same form as feedforward concept based on disturbance observer [16-18]. In practice, a low-pass filter must be inserted on the output of virtual inductance to suppress the noise effects. It should be noted that the virtual inductor concept has a similar form to the controller that is derived by using a disturbance observer concept. Thus, disturbance observer in this application is just a special case of virtual inductor concept.

4 Experimental Results

In order to verify the proposed virtual inductor concept, a small experimental system was constructed. Bipolar power transistor modules were used as the main switching devices of the dc-dc converter. The dc voltage source was obtained from an ac voltage source of 50 Hz by using a single-phase diode rectifier. The ac voltage source is adjusted in such a way so that the dc voltage source is maintained almost constant at 100 Vdc. A dc filter capacitor of 500 $\mu$F was used to smoothing the dc voltage. Because a small capacitor was used, a low-frequency voltage ripple of 100 Hz is noticeable in the dc voltage source. The bipolar power transistors were switched at 2000 Hz. A proportional gain of 1.8 and time constant of 0.004s were used for the PI current controller. First order Chebyshev low-pass filter with cut-off frequency of 1000 Hz was used to minimize the noise. The virtual inductor is implemented by using discrete analog components. A series connection of a resistance 5 $\Omega$ and an inductance of 10 mH was used as the load.

Figure 6(a) shows the output current when no virtual inductor was used. As a small dc capacitor was used in this experiment, the dc input voltage of dc-dc converter is rich of ripple. The most dominant dc input voltage ripple is the 100-Hz ripple. Because of the dc input voltage ripple, it can be seen clearly that the load current has a low-frequency ripple component. The amplitude of the ripple is about 300 mA. The frequency of the current ripple is 100 Hz the same as the frequency of the dc input voltage ripple.

Figures 6(b) and 6(c) show the converter output currents when the virtual inductor is used. The low-frequency output current ripple is reduced when the virtual inductor is increased. For virtual inductance equal to five times of the load inductance, the load current ripple is reduced up to 50 mA. The remaining
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(a) Without virtual inductor.

(b) Virtual inductor $L_v = L_d$

(c) Virtual inductor $L_v = 5L_d$

Ver : 200 mA/div  Hor : 10 ms/div.

**Figure 6** Experimental results under steady-state conditions.
The virtual inductance cannot be too large because the system will be sensitive to noise. A wise compromise must be taken between noise sensitivity and ripple suppression.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show the output current transient responses without and with virtual inductor. The output current reference is changing periodically from positive value to negative value and vice versa. In this experiment, the inductance of virtual inductor is five times the load inductance. It can be seen clearly that the virtual inductor has almost no effect on the transient response of load current. Thus, the low-frequency ripple can be suppressed without affecting the transient response. The converter current controller can be designed separately from the design of virtual inductor.
5 Conclusion

A new virtual inductor concept has been introduced in this paper. The proposed virtual inductor concept can be used to improve the performance of output current controller of static power converters. Simulated and experimental results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed method. By using the proposed virtual inductor concept, the low-frequency output current ripple of dc-dc converter can be reduced significantly without affecting the transient response. Applications of the proposed method to other applications are left for future investigation.
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